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Abstract—The way politicians communicate with the electorate
and run electoral campaigns was reshaped by the emergence and
popularization of contemporary social media (SM), such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram social networks (SN). Due to
inherent capabilities of SM, such as the large amount of available
data accessed in real time, a new research subject has emerged,
focusing on using SM data to predict election outcomes. Despite
many studies conducted in the last decade, results are very
controversial, and many times challenged. In this context, this
work aims to investigate and summarize how research on
predicting elections based on SM data has evolved since its
beginning, to outline the state of both the art and the practice,
and to identify research opportunities within this field. In terms
of method, we performed a systematic literature review analyzing
the quantity and quality of publications, the electoral context of
studies, the main approaches to and characteristics of the
successful studies, as well as their main strengths and challenges,
and compared our results with previous reviews. We identified
and analyzed 83 relevant studies, and the challenges were
identified in many areas such as process, sampling, modeling,
performance evaluation and scientific rigor. Main findings
include the low success of the most-used approach, namely
volume and sentiment analysis on Twitter, and the better results
with new approaches, such as regression methods trained with
traditional polls. Finally, a vision of future research on
integrating advances on process definitions, modeling, and
evaluation is also discussed, pointing out, among others, the need
for better investigating the application of state-of-art machine
learning approaches.
Index Terms—Elections, Social Media, Social Networks,
Machine Learning, Systematic Review
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I. INTRODUCTION
ocial media (SM) has played a central role in politics and
elections throughout this decade. We have entered a new
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era mediated by SM in which politicians conduct permanent
campaigns without geographic or time constraints, and extra
information about them can be obtained not only by the press,
but also directly from their profiles on social networks (SNs)
and through other people sharing and amplifying their voices
on SM. In this new scenario, SM is used extensively in
electoral campaigns [1], and an online campaign’s success can
even decide elections. In practice, recent examples of SM
engagement and electoral success include the 2016 U.S.
presidential election, when Donald Trump focused his
campaign on free-media marketing [2], and the 2018 Brazilian
presidential election, when the candidate with more SM
engagement but little exposition on traditional media was
elected [3].
Moreover, in some way, it is possible to measure how a
politician’s message is spreading over SM and try to estimate
how much attention a candidate is receiving or how many
people are talking about a candidate. Thus, considering the
large amount of data available in real time and the low cost of
their acquisition, combined with the advances of techniques
for processing them, a new research subject has emerged,
focusing on using SM data to predict elections outcomes.
Only two years after Twitter and Facebook’s launch for
general public, studies with the objective of predicting
elections based on SM data started to be published: Tilton [4]
can be considered a preliminary study focused on student
elections, published in 2008. Also, two studies published in
2010 at the same forum, Tumasjan et al. [5] and O’Connor
[6], are considered seminal studies regarding predicting
political elections based on SM. The former presented an
approach based on volume counting of posts on Twitter
(tweets), and the latter was based on the sentiment extracted
from those tweets.
One decade after Tumasjan’s and O’Connor’s seminal
studies had claimed promising results, several initiatives
focused on predicting elections all around the world, such as
in Europe [7], [8], Asia [9], [10], Latin America [11], [12],
Africa [13], [14] and U.S. [15]–[17], just to cite some. These
studies presented a variety of methods, were applied in many
different electoral scenarios, used different SNs as information
source, and had different outcomes. In fact, many studies
claimed very positive results, others challenged the predictive
power of SM, and even the same study may achieve positive
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results in one context and negative in another [18].
Thus, there is not yet a common perspective on the
literature or well-established methods, processes, and tools for
predicting elections results based on SM data. Moreover, even
the SM context has changed over the years. For example,
Facebook surpassed the number of active users of Twitter, and
also new SN has emerged, such as Instagram.
In this context, this work aims to give a thorough review
and investigation of the state of both the art and practice of
predicting election outcomes based on SM data and identify
key research challenges and opportunities in this field. We
systematically review 83 studies from 2008 to 2019, identify
the context of studies, main models, strengths, and challenges
of this new area, as well as the main characteristics present on
successful studies, and present a deep discussion about future
directions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the background and previous studies related to this
work, as well as an analysis of the main points of similar
comparative studies. In Section III we present the review
method and procedure employed in this study, followed by
Section IV, which provides an overall summary of the selected
studies and assess their quality. In Section V we discuss the
answers to three of the predefined research questions
regarding the electoral context of studies, main approaches,
and main characteristics of successful studies. Section VI
answers the last research question regarding main strengths
and challenges, summarizing the results, and ends with a
discussion about future directions. Section VII presents a
comparison with previous works and reviews the limitations
of this study, followed by Section VIII, that concludes and
summarizes the outcomes.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
A. The rise of elections prediction with SM data
Contemporary SM systems are new: Facebook and Twitter
were launched to the public in 2006, and Instagram emerged
in 2010. The use of SM in modern political activities and
being considered a source for election prediction started just a
little after their launch.
One of the first attempts that aimed at predicting election
outcomes using data from SM may be attributed to Tilton [4].
In 2008, only two years after Facebook’s launch for the
general public, he tried to predict election outcomes of a
connected society, in this case a university, framed by the
following research question: “Could Facebook be used to
estimate the results of a student election?” Results showed his
model was able to predict what place the candidates came in
21 out of 27 times in a given election. Probably because it is
not related to formal politics scenario, Tilton’s study is seldom
cited by studies in the area, but we consider it as a very
insightful preliminary study in this field.
Two studies can be considered seminal in predicting
political elections with SM data and are cited by almost all
following studies. In 2010, Tumasjan et al. [5] presented a
study on the 2009 German federal election. They collected all

the tweets with the names of any of six parties represented in
the German parliament, or prominent politicians of these
parties, and compared the volume of tweets with the election
results. Per their results, they claimed that “the mere number
of tweets mentioning a political party can be considered a
plausible reflection of the vote share and its predictive power
even comes close to traditional election polls.” In the same
year and with an approach improved by a sentiment detection
of tweets, O’Connor [6] found that “a relatively simple
sentiment detector based on Twitter data replicates consumer
confidence and presidential job approval polls.”
Based on these two studies, the volume of tweets combined
with automatic sentiment detection became the main approach
for most further research around the world, such as in the
Netherlands [7], Italy and France [8], India [9], Indonesia [10],
Colombia [11], Chile [12], and the U.S. [15]. In general terms,
researchers collected tweets referring to a candidate or party;
performed a sentiment analysis to classify the post as positive,
negative, or neutral; and tried to correlate the volume of
positive and negative posts with electoral results. In these
studies, the main challenges were gathering data via an open
search on Twitter and the sentiment analysis.
Despite being the most-used approach, the analysis of the
volume and sentiment of tweets engendered a number of
criticisms just after their launch [19]–[21]. In fact, by using
these approaches, results can vary widely, as discussed by
Jungherr [22]. After replicating Tumasjan’s seminal study,
Jungherr argued that “the results are contingent on arbitrary
choices of the authors,” and indicated that simply including
one more party or day of collection would greatly change the
results.
Moreover, despite criticism, recent works still used similar
approaches to the volume and/or sentiment of tweets and
achieved a variety results, both positive [23], [24], negative
[16], [25] and even mixed results [15], [18]. Additionally,
novel approaches started to appear, such as models based on
regression or time series methods [26], [27], and models using
traditional polls for training or comparing results to calibrate
the model [28].
B. Analysis of previous reviews
Due to the variety of approaches, with different achieved
results even in replications of the same approach in the same
context [22], some researchers tried to summarize the
knowledge in this area.
In 2013, Kalampokis et al. [29] presented a systematic
review aiming to understand the predictive power of SM, not
only on the electoral context. By analyzing 52 studies, 11
regarding election predictions, they identified that main
approaches were based on volume, sentiment, and user
profiling. In addition, the use of predictive analysis using
linear regression was identified, but not on the studies related
to the political context. Also, they verified that 40% of studies
that had used sentiment-related variables challenged SM
predictive power, i.e., was not successful, and this number
increased to 65% in the case of lexicon-based approaches.
Finally, they emphasized the lack of predictive analytics
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evaluation and controversial results of electoral predicting
studies.
In the same year, Gayo-Avello [30] presented a study that
we consider the first review specifically on predicting
elections with SM, focused on Twitter. By analyzing 10
previous studies from 2010 to 2013, he concluded that “the
presumed predictive power regarding electoral prediction has
been somewhat exaggerated.” Moreover, as in [29], he
identified volume and sentiment analysis as main approaches
and the need to use more up-to-date methods for sentiment
analysis. Also, he expanded the list of challenges, such as the
dependency of arbitrary decisions made by researchers
regarding keywords, parties, candidates and selection of the
data collection period, and problems related to Twitter, such as
demographic and self-selection bias, and bias related to spam,
misleading propaganda and astroturfing. He ended the study
pointing out that regression models may be a future direction.
In 2015, studies from Prada [31] and O’Leary [32]
presented in general lines the main approaches for predicting
using Twitter in many different domains, and briefly described
a few studies related to election predictions (2 and 11 studies
respectively). In 2018, Kwak [33] presented results of a survey
including 69 papers which supported the argument that SM
can be used in understanding political agenda, rather than in
election forecast. Ultimately, most recent studies [34][35]
presented limited nonsystematic surveys, both analyzing 13
papers, adding some arguments to the original review from
Gayo-Avello [30]. Koli [34] argued that prediction using
Twitter can have better results in developed countries, due to a
higher literacy rate and internet access, than in developing
countries. In addition, Bilal [35] considered the challenges of
sentiment analysis in languages other than English. Despite
these new arguments, recent studies fail to identify novel
approaches, as well as approaches using SM other than
Twitter and Facebook.
There is not yet a common consensus on the literature
regarding well-established methods, processes, and tools for
predicting election results based on SM data. Moreover, the
SM landscape is undergoing continuous changes, as well as
patterns of use. For example, Facebook surpassed the number
of active users of Twitter, and even new SNs have become
more popular, such as Instagram [36]. Thus, a thorough
review providing an understanding of the past and directions
for future research is still needed and should be updated
frequently until common bases can be defined.
III. METHODOLOGY
The method chosen for this research was a systematic
literature review, which has proven to be a replicable and
effective manner with which to identify, evaluate, interpret
and compare studies that are relevant to a particular question
or area [37]–[40]. The method used in this research follows
the guidelines defined by [40] and is fully described in
Appendix I. This section presents the main points.
A. Research Questions
To define the research questions of this study, we returned

to the main objectives:
To provide a thorough review and investigation of the state
of both the art and the practice of predicting election outcomes
based on SM data and to identify key research challenges and
opportunities in this field.
Then, the following research questions were derived:
• RQ1: In which electoral contexts is the research being
performed?
This question aims at identifying the electoral contexts
being studied, such as the year and country in which the
election took place, and the type of election. This question is
intended to ascertain whether the studies are best suited or
giving attention to any particular electoral context.
• RQ2: What are the main approaches?
The objective of this question is to identify the main
approaches used, their main characteristics, how they are
modeled and applied to predict elections, and which are the
metrics used to assess their performance.
• RQ3: What are the main characteristics of successful
studies?
The objective of this question is to identify the main
characteristics of allegedly successful studies, in order to
identify in which specific contexts, which approaches, and
which factors yield effective results.
• RQ4. What are the main strengths and challenges of
predicting elections with social media?
After studying the context, approaches and characteristics
of successful studies, the answer to this question aims to
summarize the main perceived strengths, weaknesses,
challenges, and opportunities in this new research area to
guide future research.
B. Search Process
The rigor of the search process is one of the distinctive
characteristics of systematic reviews [38]. To implement an
unbiased and strict search, two approaches were combined: (i)
automated search on indexing systems and (ii) snowballing
search on the references of studies found on the automated
search.
The automated search was performed in four indexing
systems: ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore Digital Library,
ISI Web of Science, and Scopus. The search was performed
on papers’ metadata: title, abstract, and keywords and aimed
to find studies focused on predicting elections based on SM
data. Then, after some initial refinements, the following search
string was used in the automatic search:
(model OR method OR approach OR framework) AND
(predict*) AND (election*) AND (“social media” OR twitter
OR facebook OR instagram).
The snowballing search on the references was applied only
at the end of study selection to perform this search only on
already identified relevant studies.
C. Quality Assessment
One initial difficulty regarding the quality assessment is that
there is no established manner with which to define study
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"quality." In this study, we used the premise suggested by
[37], in which quality relates to the extent to which the study
minimizes bias and maximizes internal and external validity.
Thus, we focused the quality assessment on the rigor of the
study. Hence, we proposed the following quality assessment
questions:
• QA1: Are the aim(s)/objective(s) clearly identified?
• QA2: Is the related work comprehensively reviewed?
• QA3: Are the findings/results clearly reported?
• QA4: Are bias and threats to validity clearly discussed?
• QA5: Did the study compare the proposed solution and
results with other works?
IV. REVIEW RESULTS
In this section, we provide the results of study selection, an
overall summary of the selected papers, and the quality
assessment result. The findings and answers to the predefined
research questions are discussed in following sections.
A. Study Selection
The search procedure was performed twice. The first
execution was completed on July 31, 2019 and generated the
first version of this study with incomplete data about the 2019
year. One year later, a new search was performed to gather the
remaining papers published in 2019.
After the phases described in Appendices I and II, the study
selection resulted in a final set of 90 studies: 83 main primary
studies and 7 surveys or literature reviews. Primary studies
will be analyzed and discussed to answer the research
questions, whilst surveys will be used in the discussion and
comparison of this works’ results. The list of full references
and the summary of collected data of all 83 primary studies is
presented in Appendices III and IV.

B. Overview of Selected Studies
The 83 selected studies were conducted by a total of 224
authors and co-authors from 105 institutions in 28 countries.
Most authors (194 – 87%) were involved in only one study, 29
authors (13%) were involved in two studies, and only one
author, Daniel Gayo-Avello, was involved in three studies. In
the same way, the majority of institutions (93 institutions –
89%) were also involved in only one study, 10 institutions
(10%) were involved in two studies, and only the Universidad
de Oviedo, Gayo-Avello’s institution, and Università degli
Studi di Milano were involved in three studies. Moreover,
research in this subject was spread out among 28 countries,
with focus on the U.S. (19 institutions), India (11), Indonesia
and the U.K. (8), China and Italy (6), and Germany and
Taiwan (5). Figure 1 presents the geographical distribution of
the research among countries, and Table I presents the list of
countries, number of institutions, and studies published by
these institutions. The sum may naturally be different from the
total number of studies due to multiple relations between
authors, institutions, and studies.
These data show that the research in this area is performed
by institutions in all continents, being only two institutions in
Africa, and the U.S. being the country with more institutions
involved. Nevertheless, we did not find prominent researchers,
research groups, or clusters performing a sustainable research
in the area. In fact, even the work of Gayo-Avello was
performed in a limited period, mostly in 2011 and 2012, and
studies from Università degli Studi di Milano was limited to
2013 and 2014. The absence of well-established research
clusters is not surprising because modern SM are recent and
its political use is also a new phenomenon. Thus, the research
in this area is still in the beginning.

Fig. 1. Institutions distribution among countries
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TABLE I. NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS AND STUDIES BY COUNTRY

Fig. 2. Study distribution over the publication years.
TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION OF STUDIES OVER QUALITY

These 83 studies scattered amongst 72 forums, 53 (64%)
were published in conferences or workshops proceedings, and
30 (36%) were published in academic journals. Due to the
exclusion of short papers, selected papers had a mean of 10
pages in length and a median of 8 pages. The forum that
published more studies (4), is the International AAAI
Conference on Weblogs and Social Media, followed by the
IEEE International Conference on Data Mining Workshops (3
studies). Only two journals published more than one study:
The Social Network Analysis and Mining, and the Social
Science Computer Review published two studies. Also, 64
forums published only one study. These data reveal that there
is not yet a common well-known forum for publication on this
subject.
Regarding publishing years, after Tilton’s preliminary study
in 2008 [4] the studies by Tumasjan [5] and O’Connor [6], in
2010, were considered the seminal papers in this area, being
cited by almost all following papers. After these, as shown in
Fig. 2., the interest in this subject slowly increased until 2014,
and increased markedly starting in 2015. This behavior can be
explained by the intense use of SM, especially Twitter, during
Trump’s campaign for the 2016 U.S. presidential elections [2],
and for the same reason an increase of the number of studies
after 2020 U.S. presidential elections is expected.
C. Quality Assessment
As for the quality assessment, the objective was not to
exclude any study based on measured quality, rather to
understand the general quality of published studies, and to
detect possible strengths or weaknesses on methodology.
Thus, instead of listing the detailed quality scores, we present
in Table II the distribution of the studies over the quality
assessment questions and highlight the main results.
Considering “QA1: Are the aim(s)/objective(s) clearly
identified?,” almost all studies were clear on their objectives,
but only one [PS15] was unclear on whether the main
objective was to predict elections or just to compare sentiment
analysis algorithms.

Regarding “QA2: Is the related work comprehensively
reviewed?,” most studies (89%) presented a comprehensive
review of related works, four studies (4.8%) made a very brief
presentation, and five studies (6%) presented no works
reviewed that were related to election predictions (except one
of these that presented a review on sentiment analysis).
Considering “QA3: Are the findings/results clearly reported?,”
almost all studies (94%) clearly presented their results, and
five studies (6%) were not noticeably clear in results
presentation. Studies with no clear results usually report the
results of sentiment analysis and fail to directly correlate it
with the prediction of election results.
The main concerns reside in RQ4 and RQ5. Considering the
discussion of the study’s bias and threats to validity, only 37
studies (45%) detailed discussion, whereas 32 studies (39%)
presented no discussion at all, and 14 studies (17%) presented
brief discussions, mainly for justifying negative results.
Finally, the analysis of question “QA5: Did the study
compare the proposed solution and results with other works?”
shows an important deficiency of many studies in this subject.
Only nine studies (11%) performed a clear comparison and
discussion of their results with other research, whereas more
than a third (31 studies – 37%) did not compare results at all.
The remaining 52% studies were classified as “partially” in
comparison. In 11 studies (13% of the total) they performed
inner comparisons, that is, they implemented other approaches
(mainly Tumasjan’s [5] volume counting) and compared
results, whereas 32 studies (39% of the total) compared their
results with traditional polls.
These data lead to the first conclusion of this study: many
studies claim positive (or negative) results, but it is hard to
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support those results because no comparison against previous
research has been carried out.

11% of studies considered multiple scenarios. Fig. 3
summarizes the general characteristics of the studied elections.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this section, we address three of the four research
questions presented in Section III.
A. RQ1: In which electoral contexts is the research being
performed?
For contextual definition, we first studied the number of
elections characterized by the study. We grouped studied
elections in three sets: (a) unique elections, in which the
studied cases consisted of only a single election, occurring in a
specific year, for one position, with a limited set of candidates;
(b) one election with sub-elections, in which the studied cases
consisted of parallel elections for different positions, such as a
mayoral election in three different cities of the same country at
same time, or senate elections in different states in the same
electoral context; and (c) many elections, in which the cases
studied consisted of elections in totally different contexts, such
as different countries or different years. Table III shows that
most studies were performed with only one election (60
studies – 72%), 12 studies (14%) were performed on one
election with sub-elections, and 11 studies (13%) were
performed on many elections.
TABLE III. NUMBER OF ELECTIONS CHARACTERIZED BY STUDIES

These data uncover another weakness in the current
research: most studies are applied only once, in a very specific
context. Thus, there is very little evidence of successful
replicability of studies in other electoral contexts. In addition,
the combination of this weakness with the lack of comparison
to results of previous research, presented in Section IV.C,
turns the results of many studies questionable.
In terms of the coverage of the elections, 68% of the studies
related to national elections, 17% related to state elections, 8%
related to municipal elections, 6% related to multiple elections
and Tilton’s pioneer study related to a university election.
Also, in terms of the election role, the studies mainly
considered presidential elections (32% regarding presidential
elections and 10% regarding presidential primaries), and
Parliamentary elections (35%). Senate, mayoral, and other
types of elections corresponded to 16% of studied elections,
and 7% of studies were related to multiple roles. Moreover, in
61% of the studies the vote was direct to a candidate, in 35%
the vote was to a party, and 3 studies presented mixed types of
vote. Finally, due to the prevalence of U.S. elections, the
majority of studies focused on two-candidate races (42%),
followed by the study of 3–5 candidates (30%), 6–10
candidates (11%) and elections with more than 10 candidates
(6%). One study tracked and analyzed only one candidate and

Fig. 3. Characteristics of studied elections: (a) coverage, (b) role, (c) type of
vote, and (d) number of candidates.

The bulk of the studied elections were U.S. elections, with
30 studies related to the U.S., followed by India (11 studies),
Taiwan (6), Pakistan and Indonesia (5), as shown in Table IV.
In total, research attention is more focused on U.S. elections,
which corresponded to a third of studied elections. Moreover,
in terms of the specific electoral context, we identified 50
individual studied elections in 26 countries, ranging from 2008
U.S. elections to 2019 Indonesian elections, held earlier in
2019, as shown in Fig. 4. From the graph, it is possible to note
an increasing trend to study U.S. presidential elections,
starting with 3 studies in 2008, 10 in 2012, and 13 studies
regarding the 2016 elections. Also, it is worth highlighting that
there were three analyses of Taiwanese elections both in 2014
and 2016, and analyses of elections in India every year
between 2013 and 2017. The first studied elections in Africa
were the 2019 Nigerian elections.
The presented data brings attention to the possible existence
of another bias in the studies’ results. The most studied
election context, U.S. presidential elections, presents a specific
scenario with specific characteristics, such as the indirect
relation between vote share and elections results, the existence
of only two main political parties (Republicans and
Democrats), and the concept of safe states (those in which a
particular party’s victory is already expected) and swing states
(those that can reasonably be won by either the Democratic or
Republican presidential candidate). These characteristics make
these elections very specific, and results on approaches
designed for these elections may be hard to replicate in other
scenarios. For instance, in most Latin American countries, the
presidential elections are raced by many candidates, the vote is
direct, the concepts of safe or swing states do not exist, there
are many parties, and even a small party may sometimes elect
the president. Finally, the small number of studies related to
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Latin America (only 8%) and Africa (only two studies),
suggest that very few claims can be generalized to these
regions.
Summarizing the answers to this research question, we first
identified that most studies (72%) were performed in the
context of a unique election, which can impact the
applicability of their results, due to a lack of generalization. In
addition, we identified that most studies are related to
elections at a national level (68%), for the presidential position
(42%), in a direct vote (61%) to a candidate. Also, usually

there are only two candidates (42%), or a maximum of five
candidates (72%). These data are in line with the most studied
scenario: U.S. presidential elections. It is important to
highlight, as discussed, that the prevalence of U.S. presidential
elections may bias results, due to the specific characteristics of
these elections, and the small number of studies regarding
elections in Africa and Latin America shows that few
assumptions can be made about elections in these regions.

Fig. 4. Studied elections by year and country
TABLE IV. NUMBER OF STUDIES REGARDING ELECTIONS IN EACH COUNTRY

PTT Bulletin Board System, one used Flickr and one used
Nairand, a social network targeted at Nigerians. Surprisingly,
Instagram, one of the most popular social networks in 2020,
was not used as input in any study.
TABLE V. SOCIAL NETWORKS USED AS INPUT DATA

B. RQ2: What are the main approaches?
The analysis of extracted data identified the main
characteristics of studies.
1) Social Networks used as input data
Despite claims to use SM for predicting elections, the vast
majority of studies (73 – 88%) are narrowed to use only one
social network as input. Twitter was the only SN used for
most studies (62 studies, 75%), followed by Facebook (7
studies, 8%). Also, as presented in Table V, Twitter and
Facebook together, combined or not with other input data
(such as YouTube, Google Trends, blogs, candidates’ or
campaign pages), were used by six studies (7%); Twitter,
combined with others but without Facebook, was used by two
studies (2%), as well as Facebook, combined with others but
without Twitter (2%). Finally, only four studies used neither
Twitter nor Facebook: two used the Taiwanese online forum

These data bring attention to two possible biases in the
studies. First, there are many social networks, and it is hard to
conclude that the study of only one social network (the
scenario of 88%) is significant and generalizable to all social
media scenarios. Second, the focus on Twitter alone cannot be
justified methodologically. First, it is hard to find a discussion
in papers that explains why Twitter was chosen. Second,
Twitter is currently not even the most used social network. A
recent report [36] estimated that, in July 2020, Twitter had 326
million active users, but Facebook had 2.6 billion active users
and Instagram had 1.1 billion. Thus, future studies using
Facebook and Instagram as social media, or a combination of
two or all three SNs, are preferable.
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2) Data collection
Regarding data collection, although some studies did not
provide a detailed report on collection procedure, we next
report and highlight the main findings.
On Twitter, data collection is usually performed through the
official Twitter application programming interface (API) [41],
either directly or using third-party services. User posts are
collected by an open search on the Twitter platform, with
previously specified filters defined according to three main
criteria: (a) keywords, such as candidate or party names; (b)
campaign hashtags used by candidates or parties; or (c)
general hashtags related to elections. This data collection
method is controversial, as it depends on keyword choices
made by researchers, as discussed in Section VI. The number
of collected tweets varied from 259 [PS39] to 400 million
[PS34], with an average of 12.9 million tweets and a median
of 250 thousand tweets.
In terms of the duration of data collection, it varies from 2
days to 7 months (220 days) of collection, with an average of
52 days and a median of 36 days, showing that studies usually
collect data over a period of 1-2 months. Moreover, data
collection was performed very close to election day. In 82% of
studies with this information, data collection occurred until
one or two days before elections, or even continued after
election day. In studies using Twitter as source, usually the
data collected consisted of tweet text with metadata, such as
information about user, date, and time, and in some cases, the
number of retweets.
On Facebook, data collection was mainly performed on data
collected directly from official candidates or parties’ pages,
and, in one study, from supporters’ groups. Studies that
reported the number of pages monitored showed the following
numbers: three studies monitored 3 pages, and four studies
monitored 104, 222, 1126, and 1300 pages each. Collection
period ranged from 1 to 206 days (average of 74 days and
median of 75 days), and apart from one study that collected
data until 3 days before elections, all others with this
information (11) collected data until 1 day before or after
election day. Unlike Twitter data gathering, data gathered on
Facebook is not focused on the text of messages, but on
metrics of public interaction. Collected data are usually the
number of interactions on candidates’ or parties’ posts, such as
the number of likes, comments, and shares, as well as the
number of followers on official pages.
Other data collection methods were also identified in a few
studies, such as a search for articles with candidates’ names on
PTT forum, search by keyword on Flickr, web scraping of
posts on Nairaland, metrics from Google Trends with
candidates’ names, page views on Wikipedia entries related to
candidates, and pages’ traffic data from Alexa service.
3) Prediction approaches
After analyzing extracted data, identified approaches were
grouped in five supermodel groups: (i) volume or sentiment;
(ii) regression or time series; (iii) profile or posts interactions;
(iv) topic analysis; and (v) other unique approaches. Table VI
shows the number of studies classified according to each
approach. The sum exceeds 100% because many studies use

mixed approaches, and the table also shows the number of
studies that use solely volume or sentiment approaches not
combined with anything else.
Volume or Sentiment: More than three-quarters of studies
(64 studies, 77%) are based on detection of volume and/or
sentiment of text on SM. This is the main approach used by
studies that included Twitter (61 out of 70 studies), and only
three studies not based on Twitter used this approach, one
based on Flickr data, other based on PTT data, and the third
based on Nairand data. Moreover, this model is used as solely
predicting technique by almost half of all studies (41 studies,
49%).
TABLE VI. MAIN APPROACHES USED

Studies using volume or sentiment modeling followed the
proposal advanced by seminal studies such as those of
Tumasjan [5] and O’Connor [6]. The former claimed that “the
mere number of tweets mentioning a political party can be
considered a plausible reflection of the vote share and its
predictive power even comes close to traditional election
polls” whereas the latter found that “a relatively simple
sentiment detector based on Twitter data replicates consumer
confidence and presidential job approval polls,” as discussed
in Section II. Thus, studies based on these approaches follow
this process: (i) Twitter data collection by pre-selected
keywords; (ii) data cleaning, by removing tweets not dealing
with vote opinions and removing duplicates or retweets; (iii)
sentiment analysis; (iv) prediction based on sentiment analysis
counting combined with a simple linear formula; and (v)
performance evaluation.
New studies using sentiment analysis usually have one or
more of these objectives: (a) to replicate Tumasjan or
O’Connor’s studies in other (or even in the same) electoral
contexts; (b) to improve prediction results by applying
different sentiment analysis techniques; or (c) to improve
results by tuning the prediction formula or data cleaning. The
most used sentiment analysis techniques are lexical analysis,
in which scores are applied to words previously classified as
positive or negative; and machine learning models, notably
Naïve Bayes [42], and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [43].
To improve a prediction formula, studies propose minor
adjustments, such as considering only positive mentions, the
difference between positive and negative mentions, or
considering only one mention by a given user. In terms of data
cleaning, some studies try to filter out possible bots, and
others try to filter tweets by geolocation.
Most of the studies using this approach (42 studies out of
64, 66%) performed what we call one-shot predictions, i.e. just
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one prediction before elections; only a small group of studies
(22 studies, 34%) was able to perform three or more
predictions before elections, demonstrating the ability to be
used actively during the campaigns.
Advantages include the facts that it is a simple counting
approach, has a low cost, is easily implemented, and generates
fast results. Also, many authors have claimed success or
promising results using this approach in varied scenarios.
Many authors have also claimed negative results, as
discussed in the next section, and some drawbacks persist
since the initial studies. We highlight two main challenges.
First, the majority of studies focused on the improvement of
sentiment analysis, and not actually on the improvement of
prediction. Lexicon-based analysis based on the presence of
positive/negative words is very common, although previous
reviews showing its limitations in this context [29][30].
Conversely, more sophisticated technics based on the
advances of artificial neural networks (ANN), including
recurrent neural networks (RNN) or deep learning, are almost
never used and can be found in only three studies [PS02],
[PS23], [PS61].
The second main challenge is that the nature of this model
leads to many biases, including the following: (i) Twitter
cannot be generalized as a good sample of all SM; (ii)
collected data do not represent even a good sample of all
tweets, due to platform constraints; (iii) it is too dependent on
arbitrary decisions, such as search keywords and the selection
of a period for data collection; and (iv) results are easily
affected by volume manipulation from automated software,
spammers, paid propaganda or even natural differences
between users’ online behavior.
Regression or Time Series: Regression and time series
studies were grouped together because to most time series
models are, or share characteristics with, regression models.
This was the second-most identified approach, present in 18 of
the 83 studies (22%).
The main characteristic present in most of these studies (13
out of 18 studies, 72%) is the use of traditional polls as
additional input data, usually used as ground truth for training
predictive models. Moreover, many of these studies (8 studies,
44%) were not only based on Twitter data, but also data from
Facebook, Google Trends, Wikipedia and candidates’ home
pages. Thus, new variables, such as Facebook likes and
comments on official profiles’ posts, number of page views,
and metrics of Google Trends were added to Twitter volume
and sentiment, as well as retweets, to generate new sets of
metrics. Then, these metrics were combined with offline poll
results to train regression or time series models, capable of
making predictions based on new instances of input data.
Use of traditional linear regression models, such as least
square, ridge, and lasso, were found in eight of the studies in
this category (44%). Moving average models, such as simple
moving average (SMA), auto-regressive moving average
(ARMA), or auto-regressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) models, were used by six studies (33%), usually
combined with other approaches to generate continuous
smoothed predictions. Other models were also found to have

been used in a few studies. Kalman Filter and Gaussian
process were used in two studies each, one study applied
competitive vector auto regression, another created a
regression based on what they called momentum, and one
study tested a set of three high-dimensional methods: random
forest, SVM, and elastic net. These metadata are summarized
in Table VII.
Finally, in opposition to what was observed in the
volume/sentiment approach, most of the studies using the
regression/time series approach (72%) performed continuous
forecasts over time, suggesting that this model may be most
suitable for active use during the campaigns.
TABLE VII. TECHNIQUES USED BY REGRESSION OR TIME SERIES MODELS

As advantages, these studies used machine learning and
statistical methods for prediction. These methods are robust,
well-grounded, and well tested in many other domains [44],
[45]. Also, by using traditional polls as ground truth for
training, results are less affected by volume manipulation.
Also, the use of more SNs can reduce the inherent bias
involved in using only Twitter as a data source and focusing
on official profiles reduces the bias regarding keyword
selection. Finally, this model seems to be more suitable for
continuous predictions during the campaigns.
In terms of challenges, some biases can also be identified,
such as the arbitrary selection of data sources, collected data,
and the period of collection. For example, a different window
size on the moving averaging techniques can totally change
the results. Also, models chosen for regression and time series
are limited for this context: linear regression may be not
suitable, due to a possible nonlinear relationship between SM
variables; and the ARIMA model is univariate, and therefore
does not allow the combination of multiple variables. In
consequence, many studies analyzed each metric individually
and chose the one with the best results, an experimental
procedure to be considered with caution.
Profile or Posts Interactions: The number of interactions
on posts or on the official profile of candidates or parties was
also considered in some studies (14 studies – 17%). Three
types of studies used this approach: (i) studies considering
Facebook likes on posts made by official profiles as approval
rate or vote intention, in a similar way to how
volume/sentiment approaches used mentions on Twitter; (ii)
studies using a similar approach considering likes and dislikes
on the Taiwanese PTT Bulletin Board System; and (iii) studies
using likes or retweets as additional metrics in volume or
sentiment models. These studies basically considered new
metrics for prediction, not imposing novelty on the prediction
model.
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Topic or Event Detection: Topic or event detection and
analysis are also supportive methods for other already
mentioned approaches. In the six studies using this approach,
they were used mainly as support for or as a replacement of
sentiment detection. By using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA)[46], studies attempted to find the most important
subjects being talked about in an election, the alignment of
these topics with candidates, and then the volume and
sentiment of public posts for or against the candidates. These
studies may be considered as specializations of
volume/sentiment approach, sharing their other characteristics.
Other Approaches: Unique studies include approaches
based on prediction market, cluster detection, centrality score,
statistical physics of complex networks, and analysis of groups
of supporters, solely or in combination with previously
described approaches.
4) Prediction procedure and evaluation metrics
In line with the data collection procedure, in which most
studies collected data until election day or 1-2 days before
elections, most studies (71 – 84%) tried to predict election
results one day before elections, 10 studies (12%) made
predictions between 3 and 10 days before the election, and
four studies made predictions on dates ranging from 49 days
to 8 months before elections, as shown in Table VIII. The sum
is higher than the number of studies because some studies
used mixed approaches.
TABLE VIII. NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN PREDICTION AND ELECTIONS
DATES

Despite the fact that most studies made predictions one day
before elections and most studies performed one prediction
total (54 studies, 65%), some studies (29 – 35%) pursued a
more detailed approach and made daily predictions or many
predictions over time. Thus, those approaches, if successful,
may be able to predict not only the final election results, but
also to perform nowcasting, which refers to making prediction
on a daily basis, using SM to capture variations in vote
intentions throughout the campaign. Thus, this kind of
approach sounds more useful because it can be used as a
complement to traditional polls during the campaign period.
Despite approaches having been designed to predict election
results one or several days before elections, only eight of the
studies (10%) claimed to have made predictions or publicized
any kind of result before official election results. Authors of
these papers claimed that they had publicized results from
between 1 day up to 8 months before elections. These data,
regarding 90% of studies being performed after elections, can
leverage the existence of bias on results’ validity due to, as
aforementioned and also expressed in [22] and [30], many
results being contingent on arbitrary choices of the authors and
being unintentionally biased if choices were made after

knowing target results or by just selecting the model with best
results.
The most used prediction metric was vote share (64 studies,
77%), followed by just noting the election’s winner (17
studies, 20%) and six studies (7%) used other metrics, such as
the order of candidates. In terms of error metrics, a surprising
result was found. Many studies (38 studies, 46%) used no
error metric at all, analyzing results as just “very close to” or
“far from” final elections result in a dubious assessment.
Moreover, the most used metric (33 studies, 40%) was mean
absolute error (MAE), already noted by election forecasting
literature [47] as a suitable error metric for this scenario. Also,
nine studies (11%) used root mean squared error (RMSE) and
the same number of studies used other metrics, such as
absolute error (AE), absolute percentage error (APE), or
statistical correlation with results, as shown in Table IX.
Results exceed 100% because some studies use more than one
prediction and error metrics.
Finally, it was also checked which studies performed
statistical tests on results, to verify whether they were
statistically significant. Only seven studies (8%) were found to
have performed any kind of statistical tests on results.
Statistical tests performed included the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test, Welch's t-test, and paired
t-test. It is worth noting that without statistical tests in most
studies it is hard to know whether the results they claimed
were either statistically significant or were obtained merely by
chance.
TABLE IX. ERROR METRICS USED

Results exceed 100% because some studies use more than one error metric

C. RQ3. What are the main characteristics of successful
studies?
In this section, we try to identify correlations between
studies’ characteristics and successfulness. An exploratory,
descriptive analysis of each variable was performed for this
purpose.
For the analysis, extracted data were modeled as follows.
We considered as successful the studies directly claiming
good results but excluded those with MAE higher than 6% on
vote share and other questionable results, such as success on
predicting vote share of one candidate but failure on others.
Our definition of the threshold of 6% was based on a recent
study [47] that has analyzed more than 30,000 polls between
1942 and 2017 and found a historical MAE of 2%, with
almost no variation over time. Thus, we considered as not
successful the studies with MAE higher than three times this
historical value. Other mixed results, such as having achieved
success in one round but failure in another, success at a
national level but failure at a state level, or success in one
country but failure in another, were categorized as “not clear”
results for the approach.
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Some papers reported results in more than one election. For
these, if the result was the same in all contexts, we considered
the average contextual numbers, e.g., number of candidates
and volume of data gathered. Also, some extracted data
became new binarized variables, such as models and SNs
used, because the same study may have used more than one
model, as well as SN. Due to this data handling, some
numbers presented in this section are different from those
presented in previous sections. Next, we present the analysis.
Less than two-thirds of studies (52 studies - 63%) were
considered successful studies, 28% (23 studies) were
considered unsuccessful, and 10% (8 studies) of studies were
categorized as having no clear results. Given that this type of
research encourages the reporting of positive results, the low
success rate of 63% is alarming and puts in doubt the
purported feasibility of predicting elections based on SM data.
Also, if we consider the already discussed methodological
limitations of studies as the lack of replication in more than
one context and the lack of statistical analysis, it is plausible to
consider that success can be obtained merely by chance, as
directly argued in some studies. Furthermore, it is essential to
stress that no assessment of technical adequacy of the models
to the context has been analyzed here, because this task was
out of the scope of this review.
By trying to find evidence that correlates studies’
characteristics and success, we highlight some results that
reflected success in a baseline above the 64% of general
success.
Aligned with our argument that methods should be tested in
different electoral contexts, four out of five studies applied in
three electoral contexts obtained success. Regarding election
role, primaries (75%), parliamentary (69%) and presidential
(63%) elections obtained better results than elections for
mayor, senate, and governor elections (aggregated 47%
success over 19 studies). There is a small difference regarding
vote on party (69%) or direct on candidate (63%), but there is
a notable difference regarding electoral year: in 35 studies
regarding elections occurring between 2012 and 2015, there
was 77% success, in contrast to 47% of 15 studies related to
years between 2008 and 2011, and 55% of the 33 studies on
the years between 2016 and 2019. These data show that, in
opposition to expectations, the success rate of studies does not
increase over time.
Due to the fact that many countries received attention in just
a small number of studies, we grouped countries by continent
and by economic development, according to United Nations
classification [48]. As result, we found that studies on Asia
(73% of success) and Latin America (71%) performed better
than studies on Europe (63%) and Anglo-America (54%),
despite the prevalence of studies being performed on the U.S.
Moreover, studies on developing economies achieved more
success (74%) than on developed economies (57%),
challenging the conclusions presented by Koli [34], who
argued that predictions yield better results in developed
countries.
In terms of the approach used, the use of a volume or
sentiment was not a good approach: only 55% of the 64

studies that used this approach obtained success, in contrast to
89% of the 19 studies that did not use volume or sentiment.
Reinforcing this finding, 72% of the 18 studies that used
regression or time series approaches, 64% (of 14 studies) that
used profile or posts interactions, 83% (of 6 studies) that used
topic analysis, and 83% (of 6 studies) that used other specific
approaches obtained success. These data allow us to argue
that, despite being the most used approach, the volume and
sentiment approach is probably not the best way to predict
elections based on SM, and more research should be done on
other approaches, in special regression and time series, and
topic analysis approaches.
In line with the previous conclusion, Twitter is not the best
platform for data collection. While 60% (of 70 studies) based
on this SN were successful, 77% (of 13) not using Twitter
achieved success. Moreover, better results were achieved with
other platforms: 80% of studies based on Facebook were
successful (against 59% of studies not using Facebook data),
as well as 85% of studies using other data sources.
Additionally, using polls to train the models also appears to be
a promising practice: 76% of the 17 studies using polls as a
data source were successful, compared to 59% success among
studies that did not use polls.
Regarding the number of days of collection, there were no
significant differences found. Studies that collected data for
less than 31 days, between 31 and 90 days, and for more than
90 days achieved success rates of 61%, 64% and 64%
respectively. Finally, regarding the volume of microdata
collected (e.g., number of tweets or Facebook posts), better
results were obtained when a high volume of data was
collected. From 47% success of the 43 studies that collected
less than 500,000 data points to 73% of success of the 26
studies that collected more than 500,000 data points.
A summary of this analysis is presented on Table X,
including the characteristic, total number of studies with the
characteristic, and the success rate.
VI. DISCUSSION OF MAIN STRENGTHS, CHALLENGES, AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this section, we aim at answering the last research
question “RQ4. What are the main strengths and challenges of
predicting elections with social media?,” by summarizing and
discussing the results presented in the previous sections. Thus,
we present possible future directions for studies in this area.
A. Main strengths of predicting elections with social media
data
As main strengths of analyzed studies, we can highlight:
Use of new large amount of available data: There is a
large amount of data available on SNs, including data about
what people are saying about politicians or political parties,
what politicians and parties are talking about, and repercussion
and reach of conversations. This data availability is
unprecedented in human history and has changed the concept
of media influencers. The change is from an era when the
influence was mainly enjoyed by “big players” present on
traditional media, mainly TV, to an era when ordinary people
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in small cities, with low or no budget, are able to exert
significant influence.
TABLE X. Average Success Rate

The number of studies may have small differences those presented in previous sections because of the handling of studies performed in more than one election.

Real time data availability, collection, and analysis: In
addition to having such a large amount of available data, these
data can be collected and processed in real time. This
capability opens new opportunities in political campaigns, as
these data may support quick adjustments in campaigns,
policies, or speeches, e.g., in real time during a debate.
Low cost: Due to automated data collection and analysis,
these approaches can be considered as low cost, relative to
traditional offline polls, when a coordinated operation of a
high number of interviews is usually needed.
Advances of artificial intelligence: These approaches are
strongly based on artificial intelligence. Fortunately, the last
decade has seen substantial development in this area,
including models and algorithms, and also available hardware
for model training and prediction execution, such as GPUs,
distributed systems, grid computing and cloud computing.
Thus, computations that, a few years ago, took weeks to
execute, may currently be executed in a few minutes.

B. Main challenges of predicting elections with social media
data
As main challenges of the studies, we can highlight:
Lack of well-defined and replicable processes: It is hard
to find, among the studies, the definition of detailed and
replicable processes, explaining and justifying the options and
choices, in a way that would yield replication in other
scenarios by other researchers. Thus, as consequence, despite
some efforts to replicate past results with data from another or
even the same elections, the results achieved are usually quite
different.
Lack of generalization: Combining the lack of replicable
processes with the fact that most studies were applied to only
one electoral context, there is little evidence that the proposed
approaches are applicable in other electoral contexts or if they
are generalizable. Thus, there is little evidence to determine
whether positive results were obtained just by chance, by
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overfitting the model to that specific election, or because it
was a feasible predictive model. Moreover, due to the focus of
the majority of studies on U.S. elections and the specific
characteristics of this electoral context, it is hard to envision
the results of application in other contexts. For example, in
[PS06], authors applied the same approach in U.S. and India,
and obtained success in the former but failed in the latter.
Lack of prediction capabilities during the campaign:
Almost all studies were performed after election results was
made public, and most studies were designed to perform only
“one-shot” predictions, i.e., one prediction before elections,
usually the day before. This design limits the applicability of
approaches during campaign rallies, and there is little evidence
that they are reliable for use during future campaigns. In fact,
most studies can be considered as posterior analyses of how
the behavior on SN correlated to election results with
descriptive goal, instead of how to perform predictions during
electoral rallies.
Social networks do not represent a good population
sample: Social networks cannot be considered a good sample
of the population and should not be used as the only input data
capable of generating generalizable results. For example, a
recent report [36] shows that only 51% of the world
population use SN, the majority of whom are young people
and men. Additionally, another report published in 2019
points out that Twitter users in the U.S. are younger, likelier to
be identified as Democrats, more highly educated, and have
higher incomes than U.S. adults overall [49]. Those data do
not reflect world or U.S. demographics.
Twitter is most used but does not represent a good
sample of social network: Twitter is the SN used in most of
the studies (84%), and in many of them (75%), it was the only
SN used as input. However, Twitter is not a good sample,
even considering only SM users, due to its having very few
active users (326 million), relative to other SN, such as
Facebook (2.6 billion) and Instagram (1,1 billion), according
to a 2020 report [36]. Despite these data, it is hard to find a
discussion about why studies focused on Twitter. After
analyzing the API of these SNs [41], [50], we hypothesized
that Twitter was chosen because it is easier for researchers to
collect data on this platform. For example, starting on August
2018, the approval process to gather data from Facebook and
Instagram consisted of developing and deploying a fully
functional system, creating and publishing a privacy policy
and terms of use, recording a video showing all the
functionalities related to Facebook and Instagram data
collection, creating test accounts allowing Facebook
employees to test the system and, in many cases, sending
formal documentation of an institution responsible for the
system. By contrast, in August 2019, the Twitter approval
process only involved completing a form with information
about the system.
Collected data on Twitter do not represent a good
sample of Twitter data: Twitter API may be used in two
ways: streaming or query. By trying to gather large amount of
data, such as those used by Twitter-based approaches,
developers can be limited in two ways: it returns a random

sample of recent tweets published in the last seven days; or the
user is limited to 180 calls (that returns a maximum of 100
results by call) for a window of 15 minutes, which is usually
not sufficient to gather all tweets related to candidates.
Arbitrary data collection choices: In most studies, many
data collection choices were arbitrary, such as the data
collection period, which usually varied from 3 days to 3
months before elections, and the keywords used for open
search on volume/sentiment approaches. This created many
problems, such as those presented by [30], in which the
performance was too unstable because it depended strongly on
such parameterizations, and unintentional data dredging could
occur, due to post hoc analysis. Also, it reinforces the
argument presented by Jungherr [22] who, after replicating the
seminal study of Tumasjan [5], argued that “the results are
contingent on arbitrary choices of the authors,” and indicated
that simply including one more party or day of collection
would greatly change the results.
High susceptibility to volume manipulation: Data volume
manipulation on SN may be imposed in many ways, such as
the use of automated software, known as BOTs [51], [52],
spammers, paid propaganda, astroturfing, or even natural
differences between users’ behavior [53].
Difficulties in crossing data from multiple networks: The
approach based on open search used in Twitter-based studies
is hard, if not impossible, to implement on other social
networks, due to limitations of the API. For example,
Facebook and Instagram do not allow open search of general
keywords. Also, even in studies considering high level metrics
on regression or time series models, the models used are not
suitable to perform data analysis in an aggregate way. Thus, in
these studies each metric was analyzed and used for prediction
in an independent way, not allowing for the crossing of data
from multiple networks and limiting the effectiveness of
results.
Lack of use of state-of-the-art machine learning: In
studies based on volume or sentiment, the focus is more on the
improvement of sentiment analysis, rather than on the
improvement of the prediction model. Nevertheless, most
studies relied on simple lexicon-based methods or on wellestablished methods, such as Naïve Bayes and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). However, as already presented, these
studies achieved little success. In addition, even in studies
based on regression and time series, only simple and
traditional methods were applied, with prevalence of linear
regression based on least squares, ridge, or lasso algorithms,
and SMA/ARMA/ARIMA models for time series. Linear
regressions are meant to describe linear relationships between
variables, which cannot be assumed in this context. Also,
ARIMA is a univariate model, and hence cannot exploit the
leading indicators, nor combine multiple features as
aforementioned.
There are recent advances on machine learning models
capable of dealing with these limitations, such as
improvements on artificial neural networks, including
recurrent neural networks or deep learning, but they are almost
not yet considered in current studies.
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Technical modeling weaknesses: Despite having been
recognized by some authors that the electoral prediction may
be considered a time series forecasting problem with very
short series, the authors have yet to bring to the fore data
preprocessing techniques and AI time series modeling for the
SM environment.
That involves the precise problem characterization, the
underlying mathematics of its dynamics and the
approximations needed in the data analyses and preprocessing.
This review was not able to reach papers in these topics, and
concepts such as homoscedasticity, techniques such as RFMAnalysis and performance metrics such as Theil’s U are yet to
be considered in this interdisciplinary field.
Additionally, it is well known that the results of using AI
techniques and models can be very affected by chosen
parameters. However, very few studies take this in account,
and the vast majority do not even mention anything about
what parameters were used. From the studies that mention this
aspect, 3 reported the use of default parameters of used tools,
namely Weka [54] and Scikit-learn [55] and 4 make clear that
they chose parameters by “trial-and-error”. Exceptions are
[PS23] and [PS42], that presented discussions in this regard.
This scenario presents a meaningful weakness in the area since
failure may be related to the parameters’ choice instead of the
model itself.
Performance
evaluation
and
scientific
rigor:
Additionally, the quality assessment and analysis of studies
presented important drawbacks that can affect the results’
reliability: lack of statistical analysis of results; lack of
meaningful comparison of results with related works; and lack
of discussion regarding biases and threats to validity present in
studies. The lack of these analyses and comparisons, when
added to other such challenges as lack of replicable processes
and generalization, casts doubt on the actual prediction
capabilities of approaches based on SM.
The challenges presented above may be grouped in four
categories, (a) process, (b) sampling, (c) modeling, and (d)
performance evaluation and scientific rigor, as summarized
and presented in Table XI.
TABLE XI. SUMMARY OF MAIN CHALLENGES

C. Future directions
The results indicate that the research in this area is still in its

infancy. Next, a discussion about its future is presented.
Future Directions in Process Definitions
As the most important direction for the future, we consider
that studies should cease to be merely ad hoc initiatives and
aim to become generalizable and repeatable processes. Thus, it
may be possible to apply new approaches and models in many
different electoral contexts, such as different countries and
years, by proposing and testing improvements and comparing
results. For this, processes defined for data mining and
knowledge discovery may be used as a basis, such as CRISPDM [56], SEMMA [57] or DMLC [58]. For example, CRISPDM presents six phases: (i) business understanding, (ii) data
understanding, (iii) data preparation, (iv) modeling, (v)
evaluation, and (vi) deployment. Based on these phases, new
approaches may benefit from detailing steps, inputs and
outputs, models, and algorithms to be used in each phase, to
become repeatable and generalizable.
Moreover, the process should also be adjusted to allow
approaches to be used during campaign rallies, to increase its
usefulness by opening new opportunities that support quick
adjustment on campaigns, policies, or speeches in a
continuous way.
Future Directions in Model Definitions and Sampling
We agree with the authors of [59], who stated that
“researchers should refrain from automatically generalizing
the results of single-platform studies to social media as a
whole,” and results show that studies covering multiple social
networks are necessary to better frame the prediction scenario.
Also, the research must have some characteristics. First, by
using many SNs as input, studies should consider the different
behavior of politicians and users on each platform. For
example, one politician may have higher engagement on
Twitter, but others may perform better on Instagram. In an
extreme case, one candidate may perform better on one SN at
the beginning of a campaign, but the behavior may change
later. Second, data collection should be systematic and
uniform in all involved SNs, to allow the combination of
different SN data as input data, and to avoid the common bias
of arbitrary choices made by researchers. Third, new models
should be resistant to volume manipulation, such as that
threatened by spam, paid propaganda, bots, or even different
behavior of the electorate on the Internet.
As a possible direction, the use of state-of-the-art ML
algorithms, for instance, based on ANNs may be a
recommended approach, due to their characteristics: (i) ANNs
can learn nonlinear mappings capturing complex relations
among independent (input) and dependent (output) variables;
(ii) ANNs do not need explicit assumption for the model
between the inputs and outputs; (iii) ANNs can generalize
well; and (iv) ANNs do not require assumptions on the
distribution of input data, unlike most statistical techniques. In
particular, the multilayer perceptron (MLP) is likely to be
useful in this research for having extra features such as being
the most validated ANN, easy to use and a universal function
approximator [60]. Also, to avoid volume manipulation, the
training of ML algorithms on traditional polls is already
presenting promising results.
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Also, the precise problem characterization, the underlying
mathematics the problem dynamics and the approximations
needed in the data analyses and preprocessing already used in
the fields of time series forecasting must be addressed to
leverage the quality of models. Finally, the proper addressing
of precise parameter selection and tuning for models may also
unlock a new level of reliability and robustness to the results.
Future Directions in Evaluation
To allow a better evaluation of the studies’ results, future
works may focus on establishing a common framework of
evaluation and common baselines. As was well discussed by
[61], success must be measured statistically, not merely
through description or mean average error, and must be
relative to clear benchmarks, which can be previous election
results, existing polls, or default assumptions, such as
incumbency success. Thus, the application of statistical tests,
such as Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney
test, Welch's t-test, or paired t-test, just to cite a few, should be
addressed.
Finally, studies’ reports should clearly discuss bias and
threats to validity, together with the results.
VII. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS AND LIMITATIONS
OF THIS STUDY
In this section, we compare the methodology and results of
this work and previous similar studies. Then, we discuss the
threats to validity and the limitations.
A. Comparison with previous works
The search process found seven studies aimed at reviewing
the literature regarding predicting based on social media data.
Two of them [31] [32] just presented, in general lines, the
main approaches for predicting using Twitter. The other five
presented more detailed studies: Kalampokis et al. [29] and
Gayo-Avello [30] in 2013, Kwak and Cho [33] in 2018, Koli
et al. [34] in 2019, and Bilal et al. [35] in 2019. These five
studies were already presented on Section II and some of their
results were discussed throughout the text of this study. In this
section, we discuss the main similarities and differences on
methodology and conclusions.
An important difference from previous studies concerns
methodology. Only the study [29] followed a systematic
approach. Its search was performed on Google Scholar, using
the keywords “predict OR forecast AND social media,” and
inclusion/exclusion criteria aimed at selecting papers focused
on predicting real world outcomes. As a result, the study
analyzed 52 papers performing predictions on Twitter in many
domains, including 11 focused on electoral context. Despite
being well-organized, the other four studies did not follow a
systematic approach, and a rigorous method for paper
selection, filter, data extraction and analysis is not clear. Also,
only one study [33] analyzed a high number of studies (69),
whereas all others analyzed less than 13 papers regarding
election predictions. Also, two of them [30] [34] only focused
on Twitter as SM, narrowing the results to this SN.
Also concerning methodology, this study covered a broader
set of data. For instance, none of these previous studies

performed a quality assessment or analyzed and summarized
the electoral contexts. Also, the duration of data collection was
only analyzed by [30], and data summarization and analysis of
the volume of collected data was not found. Moreover, no
analysis focused on discovering correlations between studies’
characteristics and successfulness, as performed in this study,
was found.
Regarding models, all of them recognized volume and
sentiment models as the most used, and one recent study [34]
also identified regression and time series models. Moreover,
all of them challenged the prediction power of this
volume/sentiment approach. In addition to these previous
results, our study was also capable to identify two new
supporting approaches, namely, profile or posts interactions
and topic or event detection. Also, we identified new
approaches, such as cluster detection and statistical physics of
complex networks. Moreover, we presented a direct
comparison of success between volume/sentiment approaches
and the other existing ones, which had not been presented in
previous studies.
In terms of similarities, some studies had already pointed
out some challenges, such as those associated with the lack of
replicable processes and generalization, the non-representative
nature of Twitter as SM and collected data not being a good
representative sample of Twitter data. Moreover, the bias
related to high susceptibility to volume manipulation is a
common conclusion. These challenges were also pointed out
in our study, suggesting that, in some way, past issues are not
properly addressed in recent studies.
Considering future directions, the future of regression
approaches indicated by Gayo-Avello [30] started to be
implemented and was found in our analysis. As an update, we
add that, despite good initial results, the enhancement of ML
techniques used on regression studies, as well as the training
with polls, may be a promising future direction. Moreover, the
ability to fuse data from multiple networks was neither
addressed in past studies, nor was there discussion of the
definition of processes based on existing methodologies such
as CRISP-DM, and the need to use statistical tests, such as
Wilcoxon tests.
Finally, the main results of [34] were challenged in our
study. After analyzing 13 studies, Koli et al. claimed that:
“1. One can predict the election outcome with Twitter
Data only in developed countries like Germany, France,
USA and Italy. Because in these nations, the literacy
rate is above 99% and more than 80% population
access Internet.
2. One cannot predict the election results with Twitter
Data in developing nations like India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, etc. Because in these nations average literacy
rate is below 70% and only small portion of the
population uses the Internet (especially Twitter less
than 10%).”
However, after analyzing 83 studies, we found that 74% of
studies on developing countries achieved success, but only
57% of studies on developed countries succeeded, and this is
the opposite of Koli’s result.
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B. Threats to Validity and Limitations
Despite the rigor with which this study was conducted, it
may have been affected by threats to validity, particularly with
regard to finding all the relevant studies, assessing their
quality, and extracting data.
Given the increasing number of studies in the area of
predicting elections with SM data, there is no guarantee that
all the relevant studies were identified. Even though we
applied a rigorous search, described in Appendix I, some
papers may have escaped inclusion. Although four digital
libraries were selected as sources, which we assumed would
include all high-quality relevant studies, they are not
exhaustive. To minimize this issue, we applied a mixed
approach to find relevant studies that combined an automatic
search in search engines, and a snowballing search, that is,
searching for relevant studies in the references of previously
selected studies. Moreover, the findings are based on papers
published in English only, as all non-English studies were
discarded, and purely on academic peer-reviewed
publications, limiting the scope to academic studies and not
considering the knowledge reported in other sources, such as
technical websites, blogs, etc.
Quality assessment and data extraction tasks were
individually performed by each of the two reviewers and
disagreements were discussed in a consensus meeting.
Although this procedure increased our confidence in the
reliability of this study, we nonetheless found that quality
assessment and data extraction may have been compromised
by the way most of the studies were reported. The report
organization of some studies made it difficult to locate the
required information in the extraction process. Furthermore,
many papers did not present sufficient information, and, in
many cases, information had to be inferred from the text.
Therefore, despite the effort to reach a consensus during data
extraction and quality assessment, there may have been some
inaccuracies in the inferred data. Finally, some studies were
performed in more than one electoral context. We are aware
that if we had decided to consider each applied context of all
studies as a different study, some success percentages would
be different.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study collected more than 500 articles, 90 of which
were focused on predicting elections based on SM data,
investigating, and summarizing how this new research field
has evolved since 2008. Among these studies, 83 are primary
studies aiming at predicting elections and seven are surveys or
reviews of past studies.
The results show that the number of publications in this area
is increasing and research is spread across 28 countries from
all continents. Nevertheless, there cannot yet be found any
prominent researchers, research groups, or clusters performing
sustainable research in the area. Also, there was no
identification of a common well-known forum for publication
on this subject, and results are spread across many forums.
Regarding electoral contexts, most studies were performed

in the context of a unique election, which may impact the
results’ validity. Also, most were related to presidential
elections at a national level with few candidates. Moreover,
the most studied scenario was the U.S. presidential scenario,
which can impact generalization due to its specificity.
Considering the main models used, we found that most
studies used the approach of volume/sentiment analysis only
on Twitter, in a variety of data collection approaches. We also
found that regression and time series analysis is increasing,
using multiple SNs, in addition to some supporting
approaches, such as profile or post interactions and topic
analysis.
By combining studies’ characteristics and success we found
that, despite being the most used approach, volume/sentiment
does not present high success rates, which is consistent with
the conclusions of previous surveys. Thus, approaches such as
regression or based on profile/posts interactions may be better
to investigate and improve; even totally new approaches, such
as one based on statistical physics of complex networks, may
be tested. Finally, studies based on Twitter achieved
significantly lower success rates than studies based on other
SNs, such as Facebook. Surprisingly, no studies based on
Instagram were found.
Moreover, as main challenges, we identified issues in four
areas. Regarding processes, we highlight the lack of welldefined, replicable and generalizable processes, and lack of
prediction capabilities during the campaign. In sampling,
issues are mainly related to the fact that SNs and Twitter data
do not represent representative samples, and studies were
performed with many arbitrary data collection choices.
Regarding modeling, we found difficulties crossing data from
multiple networks, the high susceptibility to volume
manipulation, the lack of use of state-of-the-art ML techniques
and technical modeling weaknesses. And considering
performance evaluation and scientific rigor of studies, the lack
of statistical analysis of results and of meaningful comparison
with related works are also main issues.
Finally, the study presented the authors’ point of view on
the future directions of predicting elections using SM data in
three axes: process definitions, model definitions and
sampling, and study evaluation. As main directions, we
highlight the need for repeatable processes based on wellknown methodologies, for example CRISP-DM or SEMMA;
the use of state-of-the-art methods for regression based on
machine learning that can combine data from multiple SNs,
such as ANN; and the use of statistical tests for results
evaluation, such as Wilcoxon signed-rank test and others.
The results from this review contribute to the research field
by providing the academic community, as well as
practitioners, with a better understanding of the research
landscape and by identifying some of the gaps in the area that
open up opportunities for future research. In addition to future
directions presented, this literature review may also be
extended in certain ways: a search extension may be
performed to expand the search strategy and number of
sources, thereby performing a broader study; a temporal
update can be implemented without making modifications to
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the protocol, to expand the timeframe and compare results
over time; and finally, both approaches can be combined.
APPENDICES
I. DETAILED METHODOLOGY
The method chosen for this research was a systematic
literature review, which has proven to be a replicable and
effective manner to identify, evaluate, interpret and compare
studies that are relevant to a particular question or area, and is
widely used in some research areas, such as software
engineering and health care [37]–[40]. Following the
guidelines defined by [40], the method used in this research is
defined below.
A. Research Questions
To define the research questions of this study, we returned
to the main objectives:
To provide a thorough review and investigation of the state
of both the art and the practice of predicting election outcomes
based on SM data and to identify key research challenges and
opportunities in this field.
Then, the following research questions were derived:
• RQ1: In which electoral contexts is the research being
performed?
This question aims at identifying the electoral contexts
being studied, such as the year and country in which the
election took place, and the type of election. This question is
intended to ascertain whether the studies are best suited or
giving attention to any particular electoral context.
• RQ2: What are the main approaches?
The objective of this question is to identify the main
approaches used, their main characteristics, how they are
modeled and applied to predict elections, and which are the
metrics used to assess their performance.
• RQ3: What are the main characteristics of successful
studies?
The objective of this question is to identify the main
characteristics of allegedly successful studies, in order to
identify in which specific contexts, which approaches, and
which factors yield effective results.
• RQ4. What are the main strengths and challenges of
predicting elections with social media?
After studying the context, approaches and characteristics
of successful studies, the answer to this question aims to
summarize the main perceived strengths, weaknesses,
challenges, and opportunities in this new research area to
guide future research.
B. Research Team and Decision Procedure
A team of three researchers developed this study, two of
whom, Kellyton Brito and Rogério Silva Filho, are undergoing
their Ph.D. studies and composed the reviewer group, and
Paulo Adeodato, who is a full-time lecturer and supervised all
activities. Regarding the two students, one has research and
practice experience in the domain of politicians’ data and open
government data and is also experienced on systematic

literature reviews and data analysis; the other is experienced
on data mining and machine learning. Regarding the
supervisor, he is an expert in the research and practice of data
mining and machine learning, working with predictions in
many different domains for more than 25 years.
All team members were involved in defining the scope,
research objective, research questions, and methodology, as
well as discussing the findings. The review process was
implemented by the reviewer group, under the direction of the
supervisor.
Important activities in a systematic study may lead to
conflicts that require decisions to be made regarding study
selection, quality assessment, and data extraction. It is thus
recommended that such activities be performed by at least two
researchers. To address these situations, and to diminish
threats to validity, for this study we defined the following
decision and consensus procedure: During the review process,
the decision procedure began with both researchers of the
reviewer group individually performing in redundancy all
activities related to the study selection, quality assessment,
and data extraction. After individual evaluation, the results
were integrated into an agreement/disagreement table and a
decision meeting was held. During the decision meeting all the
results that had at least one disagreement were discussed by
the members until a final consensus was reached.
C. Search Process
The rigor of the search process is one of the distinctive
characteristics of systematic reviews [38]. To implement an
unbiased and strict search, two approaches were combined: (i)
automated search on indexing systems, and (ii) snowballing
search on the references of studies found on the automated
search.
The automated search was performed in four indexing
systems: ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore Digital Library,
ISI Web of Science, and Scopus. The search was performed
on papers’ metadata: title, abstract and keywords and aimed to
find studies focused on predicting elections based on SM data.
Then, after some initial refinements, the following search
string was used in the automatic search:
(model OR method OR approach OR framework) AND
(predict*) AND (election*) AND (“social media” OR twitter
OR facebook OR instagram).
The snowballing search on the references was applied only
at the end of study selection to perform this search only on
already identified relevant studies.
D. Study Selection
Study selection was performed by applying inclusion and
exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria consisted of:
• I.1 – Articles written in English.
• I.2 – Articles published in peer-reviewed journals, in
conferences or workshop proceedings, or conference
papers published as book chapters.
• I.3 – Articles published as full papers.
• I.4 – Articles focused on predicting elections based on
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SM data, or literature reviews or surveys of studies
with this focus.
Exclusion criteria consisted of:
• E.1 – Short papers, tools session or demonstration papers,
theses, technical reports, and books.
• E.2 – Duplicate studies.
• E.3 – Publications in which predicting elections based on
SM data was not the focus
• E.4 – Studies not focused on electoral vote outcomes,
such as only studying how politicians used SM during
an electoral period.
This study included the identification of literature reviews
and surveys (I.4) in order to have a more robust basis for the
snowballing strategy. Also, they form a baseline of similar
studies for us to compare our results with and to add issues
and features not considered in previous studies.
The criteria used to verify short papers (I.3 and E.1), were
(i) articles that were clearly mentioned as one of these
categories; and (ii) articles with no more than 4 pages,
including references. In terms of SM data, we considered
papers related to at least one of the main worldwide, wellknown popular SNs—Facebook, Twitter and Instagram—or
that clearly mentioned it was based on SM, such as papers
related to the major local SN in Taiwan, the PTT Bulletin
Board System, and related to Nairand, a social network
targeted at Nigerians.
For duplicate studies, a repetition of the same paper from
the same authors may be gathered many times from different
search databases. In this case, it is considered only once. Also,
sometimes a conference paper is invited to be resubmitted to a
journal as an extended version, but its core methodology and
results are the same. If that is identified, only the journal
version would be included.
For study selection, three steps were performed:
1) Quick Scanning:
An initial filtering was applied by reading paper titles and
abstracts and removing papers clearly out of desired context.
Also, papers either not passing on inclusion criteria (I.1 - I.3)
or failing in exclusion criteria (E.1 and E.2) were summarily
excluded.
2) Entirely reading:
The initially identified publications were decided by further
reviewing the full text in order to identify if I.4 was accepted
and E.3 and E.4 were rejected.
3) Snowballing selection
To further find possibly missed papers, the selected papers’
references were also scanned. Then, the new papers passed
through the same process as defined in the previous steps, in a
single round.
E. Quality Assessment
One initial difficulty regarding the quality assessment is that
there is no established manner with which to define study
"quality." In this study we used the premise suggested by [37],
in which quality relates to the extent to which the study
minimizes bias and maximizes internal and external validity.
Thus, we focused the quality assessment on the rigor of the

study. Hence, we proposed the following quality assessment
questions:
• QA1: Are the aim(s)/objective(s) clearly identified?
• QA2: Is the related work comprehensively reviewed?
• QA3: Are the findings/results clearly reported?
• QA4: Are bias and threats to validity clearly discussed?
• QA5: Did the study compare the proposed solution and
results with other works?
The scoring procedure was: Yes, if the study clearly
answered the question; Partially, if the answers were implicit
or could be inferred by the reader, or was very briefly
presented; or No, if the study did not address the question. In
particular, QA4 was set as Partially if the discussion focused
on explaining or justifying unexpected or challenged results.
The quality score was Yes = 1, Partially = 0.5 and No = 0 for
each question. The overall quality of a publication was
calculated by adding all the quality scores received.
F. Data Extraction and Synthesis
In accordance with previously defined research questions,
this study used a data extraction schema to collect relevant
data from studies, as listed in Table XII The schema covers a
set of attributes, and each attribute corresponds to a data
extraction question. The relationships between the data
extraction questions and predefined research questions are also
specified.
TABLE XII DATA EXTRACTION SCHEMA

In particular, the collected data is composed by publication
metadata, quality assessment data, and evaluation data. The
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metadata was used to draw a general picture of research in the
field and included demographic data such as authors’ names
and affiliations, publication title, keywords, year published,
and number of pages, as well as the venue type and name.
Quality assessment was extracted as already defined.
Evaluation data was analyzed to answer the research
questions, and includes data regarding the context of studied
election, the model used for prediction, data collection
approach, metrics used for performance evaluation and
validation, and additional information regarding the results.
II. STUDY SELECTION
The search procedure was performed twice. The first
execution was completed on July 31, 2019 and generated the
first version of this study with incomplete data about the 2019
year. One year later, a new search was performed to gather the
remaining papers published in 2019.
Considering the first search procedure, by applying the
search string in the four indexing systems, 525 papers were
gathered: 232 from Scopus, 154 from Web of Science, 71
from ACM, and 68 from IEEEXplorer. Then, the selection of
studies was performed as described in Appendix I and is
summarized in Fig. 5.

Tweets” and “Identifying Controversial Wikipedia Articles
Using Editor Collaboration Networks”), and the first set of
inclusion and exclusion criteria (I.1 – I.3 and E.1 – E.2) was
applied, resulting in 152 papers. Then, after the entire reading
phase, the last criteria (I.4 and E.3 – E.4), which consider
whether the study focused on predicting elections based on
social media data or if the study was a literature review or
survey of studies with this focus. In this analysis, we admitted
one exception: the work of Tilton [4] that uses SM to predict
elections in a university was included due to its pioneering
work. From this, a list of 75 studies was generated. Finally, by
applying snowballing in the references of these papers, 9 new
studies were found, analyzed, and selected, resulting in a final
set of 84 studies: 77 main primary studies and 7 surveys or
literature reviews.
The process was repeated one year after, focusing on
gathering the remaining papers from the year 2019. As a
result, six new primary studies were added, leading to a final
set of 90 studies: 83 primary studies and 7 surveys or literature
reviews. Primary studies were analyzed and discussed to
answer the research questions, whilst surveys were used in the
discussion and comparison of this works’ results. The list of
full references of all 83 primary studies is presented in
Appendix III. The six new papers are at the end of list, from
PS78 to PS83.
The authors would like to highlight that three studies were
excluded despite containing expressions like “predicting
election” on their titles. The papers “Predicting Election
Results using NLTK”, “Prediction of Indonesia Presidential
Election Results for the 2019-2024 Period Using Twitter
Sentiment Analysis”, and “Sentiment Analysis of Twitter for
Election Prediction” where excluded by criteria E.4, because
they only present sentiment analysis or SM analysis without a
relation with electoral prediction.

Fig. 5. Study selection phases

By removing duplicates, 302 papers were considered. In the
quick scanning phase, papers clearly out of desired context
were removed (e.g., “Predicting iPhone Sales from iPhone
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III. STUDIES MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE XIII. STUDIES MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Y = Yes, N = No, Parliam. = Parliament, Presid. = Presidential, Mult. = Multiple, VS = Volume or Sentiment, RT = Regression or Time Series, PPI = Profile or
Posts Interactions, TA = Topic Analysis, OT = Other, TT = Twitter, FB = Facebook, PO = Polls, VS = Vote Share.
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TABLE XIII. STUDIES MAIN CHARACTERISTICS (CONTINUED)

Y = Yes, N = No, Parliam. = Parliament, Presid. = Presidential, Mult. = Multiple, VS = Volume or Sentiment, RT = Regression or Time Series, PPI = Profile or
Posts Interactions, TA = Topic Analysis, OT = Other, TT = Twitter, FB = Facebook, PO = Polls, VS = Vote Share.
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